Introduction
The classification in Slovenia is used at various levels of specificity and is consistent with different user needs in national, public and special libraries. Examples of use of facet-based indexing can be observed in bibliographic records, in different examples of classification summaries, in physical arrangement of documents, etc.

The aim of the work
The poster outlines an approach to using UDC’s faceted structure in Slovenian libraries.

Faceted structures in Slovenian UDC summary authority list
The Slovenian Commission for cataloguing proposed an authority list of UDC notations entitled Summary to be used in a mandatory field 675 of a bibliographic record in the COBISS.SI network. The first authority list containing 761 UDC notations was fully implemented in COBISS.SI in 1996 and was since expanded to 1,051. 22% of UDC notations in the list contain auxiliaries.

When observing the distribution of auxiliaries in the list, we find that the largest proportion can be found in classes 2 ‘Religion’ (60%) and in class 3 ‘Geography, History’ (61%). Auxiliaries are the least used in class 0 ‘Knowledge, Organization, Computer Science’ (1%) and in class 5 ‘Mathematics, Natural Sciences’ (3%) (Figure 1).

Faceted structures in physical arrangement of documents
Libraries with open access to shelves have to provide systematic arrangement and rely on classifications. The call number of a book by Bear Grylls includes a simplified UDC classmark and a complete UDC notation 821.111-94 (Humerca, 2015).

The study area
The majority of the Slovenian libraries are using the same bibliographic system COBISS.SI and thus belong to a single library system network. The importance and the role of UDC facets in improving subject access is examined in a controlled list of UDC codes used in the field 675 (COMARC format) which are extracted from the standard version of the scheme UDC MRF 11.

Faceted structures in bibliographic records
Subjects are often context specific and related to a Slovenian geography, language and people:

(497.4) ‘Slovenia’ (common auxiliary of place),
#163.6 ‘Slovenian’ (common auxiliary of language),
+163.6 ‘Slovenians’ (common auxiliary of nationality),
821.163.6-1 ‘Slovenian poetry’, etc.

Examples:
030(497.4)(091)
Žižek S. Philosophy – Slavoj Žižek
27-772(497.4Ljubljana)(091)
399(163.6)
581.8(234.3)(497.4)
6-41.56(497.4)(083.12)
796.6(497.45)(036)
811.63.6(276.3-053.5)
94(497.4)*199"

History of Enciklopedija Slovenije
Philosophy – Slavoj Žižek
History of the Archdiocese of Ljubljana
Slovenian folk costume
Flora in the Alps in Slovenia
Slovenian dishes – recipes
Cycling in the heart of Slovenia
Language of Slovenian schoolchildren
History of Slovenia in the 1990s

Conclusions:
UDC facets have become indispensable in the integration of the Slovenian information space.

Examples from Slovenian practice illustrate the usefulness of the faceted nature of classification in knowledge organization of regionally, nationally and culturally specific collections.